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1. PREFACE
This thesis would not exist in its current form without the pioneering work of J. M.
Marstrand in geometric measure theory, in particular the exceptionally influential paper
[27] from 1954. In essence, the results in articles (A) and (B) are variations on two themes
originated in [27].
These themes are projections and slicing, and I will start off with my historical remarks
by introducing the related results in Marstrand’s article. These results are of a concrete
geometric nature, and I firmly believe that they can be presented in a manner compre-
hensible to a reader with little previous experience in the topics of the thesis. Given the
possibility, I feel obliged to make an attempt at such a presentation. However, I am real-
ist enough to admit that an accessible-to-all level of exposition is too cumbersome to be
sustained throughout the whole introduction. Balancing between the readable and the
technical, I hope that a reader not familiar with the subject can find the general frame-
work of my research explained on the first few pages, while a colleague acquainted with
the classics may wish to start reading from §2.2, the first section devoted exclusively to
articles (A) and (B). For someone desiring a quick reminder on the notion of ’dimension’,
I suggest taking a look at §2.1 first.
1.1. Projections. The basic question on projections can be vaguely described as follows.
If B ⊂ Rn is a set with a certain size, and pi is a mapping from Rn to a – typically lower-
dimensional – spaceRm, then what can be said about the size of the projection pi(B) ⊂ Rm,
compared with the size of the original set B? In this generality, the answer will depend
highly on the choice of the mapping pi, and our notion of size, so the first task is to
specialize the problem to a more confined framework. The study of orthogonal projections
onto lines in the plane in connection with geometric measure theory was initiated by A. S.
Besicovitch. His foundational paper [4] from 1939 characterized the rectifiability of one-
dimensional1 planar sets in terms of their behavior under orthogonal projections. I will
not attempt to define rectifiability precisely, but the idea is that there exist two – and
only two – essentially different types of one-dimensional sets in the plane. The first type
includes all the sets, which are one-dimensional in the ’classical sense’; lines and smooth
curves fall under this category. Surprisingly, not all one-dimensional sets have this form.
There are examples of planar sets of dimension one, such as the one in Figure 1, which
look nothing like curves at any scales. The curve-like sets are called rectifiable, while the
sets of the second type are called purely unrectifiable.
Keeping in mind the smooth curves, it hardly requires a great leap of faith to believe
that the orthogonal projections of rectifiable sets have positive length in almost all direc-
tions. In fact, a line segment – the simplest of rectifiable sets – represents the worst case
scenario. The projections clearly have length zero in exactly two (opposite) directions,
and nothing more dramatic can provably happen for any rectifiable set. It is much less
clear what to expect from the the projections of unrectifiable sets. As an early tour de force
in geometric measure theory, Besicovitch proved in 1939 that a one-dimensional set with
finite length is purely unrectifiable if and only if almost all of its projections have zero
length.
1The word ’s-dimensional’ will be used very loosely in the first chapter, even if this results in small
inaccuracies. Replacing ’s-dimensional set B’ with ’Borel set B with 0 < Hs(B) < ∞’ everywhere would
be one (often overly cautious) way to fix the issue.
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FIGURE 1. The one-dimensional Sierpinski gasket
With such a grand theorem out in the open, it must have been an obvious question
to study the projection properties of s-dimensional sets with s not equal to one. Or so
it would seem from a 2012 perspective. At the time, however, the concept of dimension
had yet to gain its current status as an object of innate and independent interest, and a
total of fifteen years passed before Marstrand published his projection theorem in 1954.
Theorem 1.1 (Marstrand’s projection theorem). Let B be an s-dimensional planar set. If
s ≤ 1, the dimension of the orthogonal projections of B equals s in almost every direction. If
s > 1, almost all orthogonal projections of B have positive length.
Marstrand’s projection theorem is without doubt one of the most influential results
in geometric measure theory. From my point of view at least, the entire field would
certainly look very different without Theorem 1.1. As a consequence, the list of exten-
sions, improvements and applications worth mentioning in this introduction is much
longer than what I actually have room for. So, I will have to be rather selective, and I
can provide the reader with nothing but a taste of the literature that has grown out of
Marstrand’s paper during the past 58 years.
Marstrand’s original proof of Theorem 1.1 was purely geometric and by no means
easy. A simpler proof, only three pages long, emerged in 1968, when R. Kaufman [21]
pioneered the use of a ’potential theoretic’ method to prove Marstrand’s theorem. This
method has since been established as the standard tool for proving variations of Marstrand’s
projection theorem, as well as other similar results in geometric measure theory.
With his new technique, Kaufman could also obtain a refined version of Theorem 1.1.
The refinement is intimately related with my own work, so I will try to explain it care-
fully. The first task is to finally decode the phrase ’almost every direction’ in Theorem
1.1. Consider the exceptional set of directions in Marstrand’s projection theorem. As the
name suggests, this set consists of the directions in which the behavior predicted by the
theorem fails. In the case dimB ≤ 1, for instance, the exceptional set is formed by those
directions in which the dimension of the projection has dimension different from dimB.
To make the definition of exceptional sets completely rigorous, one needs to identify the
’directions’ in the plane with the interval I = [0, 2pi) or I = [0, 360), or the unit circle
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S1 ⊂ R2. Then the size – typically length or dimension – of any family of directions is, by
definition, the size of the corresponding set of points in the interval I . The statement of
Marstrand’s projection theorem can now be reformulated by saying that the exceptional
set of directions has zero length.
All subsets of I or S1 with dimension strictly smaller than one have length zero, but
the converse is not true: a set of length zero may well have dimension one. So, the
statement of Theorem 1.1 tells us nothing about the dimension of the exceptional set of
directions. Perhaps there is nothing to say? It turns out that there is, and this is precisely
the content of Kaufman’s result.
Theorem 1.2 (Kaufman’s refinement of Theorem 1.1). If dimB ≤ 1, then the exceptional set
of directions has dimension at most dimB.
The bound is not as arbitrary as it may appear at first sight. In fact, Kaufman and P.
Mattila [22] constructed an example in 1975 proving that the estimate is sharp: for any
choice of s ∈ [0, 1], there exists a set B ⊂ R2 with dimB = s such that the dimension of
the exceptional set of directions is precisely s.
To conclude the introductory chapter on projections, I will now display an assortment
of some classical and recent generalizations, variations and improvements on the theo-
rems of Besicovitch, Marstrand and Kaufman.
(i) The analogue of Marstrand’s projection theorem in higher dimensions was estab-
lished by Mattila [28] in 1975. For example, if 0 ≤ m ≤ n, the orthogonal projection onto
almost every m-dimensional subspace of an m-dimensional set in Rn has dimension m.
(ii) Kaufman’s estimate on the dimension of exceptional sets only covered the case
dimB ≤ 1 in Theorem 1.1. The sharp bound in the case dimB > 1 was obtained by
a Fourier-analytic method by K. J. Falconer [8] in 1982: if B ⊂ R2 is a planar set with
dimension s > 1, then the projections have positive length in every direction, save for an
exceptional set of dimension at most 2 − s < 1. More recently, in 2010, J. Bourgain [5]
published a new exceptional set estimate in the case dimB ≤ 1. This may sound strange
on first hearing, as Kaufman’s estimate is sharp already. The point is that Kaufman’s
result only gives a sharp estimate for the set of directions, where the dimension of the
projection differs even slightly from dimB. Bourgain, on the other hand, studied the
set of directions, where the dimension of the projection drops very close to dimB/2. It
turns out that the dimension of the exceptional set is then close to zero. Bourgain’s proof
combines Fourier-analytic ideas with additive combinatorics.
(iii) I have been vague on purpose with speaking about ’dimension’ above. There exist
many interesting – and different – concepts of dimension studied in geometric measure
theory. All the results I have stated so far have been concerned with Hausdorff dimen-
sion, which is the most classical and ’well-behaved’ notion. However, it is reasonable
to ask questions about the effect of (orthogonal) projections on other notions of dimen-
sion as well. In particular, comprehensive results exist for packing dimension, which I
will introduce properly in §2.1. Unlike Hausdorff dimension, packing dimension need
not be conserved by any orthogonal projections. There are many interesting things to
say nonetheless, see for example M. Järvenpää’s thesis [18] from 1994, Falconer and J.
Howroyd’s papers [9, 10] from 1996–1997 and Falconer and Mattila’s article [12] from
1996. I will review some of these results in detail in §2.2.
(iv) Starting from the mid-1990’s, it was observed by several authors, including Y.
Peres, M. Pollicott, W. Schlag, K. Simon and B. Solomyak, that orthogonal projections are
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not the only family of parametrized mappings admitting a Marstrand-type projection
theorem. The research culminated in 2000, when Peres and Schlag [30] introduced a very
general formalism of transversal projections and proved dimension conservation results
analogous to Theorem 1.1. Indeed, Marstrand’s projection theorem, along with Mattila’s
generalization to higher dimensions, and the exceptional set estimates by both Kaufman
and Falconer are all special cases of the results in [30]. More importantly, the formal-
ism of Peres and Schlag has already found many applications reaching far beyond linear
projections. Also, the framework has turned out to be a very fruitful ground for fur-
ther research. During the first decade of the new millennium, several classical measure-
theoretic results concerning orthogonal projections were generalized for transversal pro-
jections. To name two papers, M. Leikas [25] considered the effect of transversal projec-
tions on packing dimension in 2004 – his results are analogous to the ones obtained by
Falconer and Howroyd in [10] – and R. Hovila, E. Järvenpää, M. Järvenpää and F. Ledrap-
pier [16] established the projection theorem of Besicovitch for transversal projections in
2011.
(v) Since 2011, dimension conservation results in the spirit of Marstrand’s projection
theorem are also available in Heisenberg groups. These generalizations are due to Z.
Balogh, E. Durand Cartagena, K. Fässler, Mattila and J. Tyson, see [1] and [2]. The natural
projections to study in the Heisenberg group are the ones onto the vertical and horizontal
subgroups.
(vi) As mentioned above, Kaufman’s estimate in Theorem 1.2 is sharp for general sets.
However, if the class of sets under consideration is restricted, many improvements –
and open problems – exist. In particular, the projections of self-similar and self-affine sets
have attracted much attention during the last twenty years. Roughly speaking, self-
similar sets can be characterized by the property that ’they look the same at every scale’.
For example, the set shown in Figure 1 is an instance of a one-dimensional self-similar
set. For this particular set K, known as the one-dimensional Sierpinski gasket, it is a fa-
mous conjecture, attributed to H. Furstenberg, that the orthogonal projections of K can
have dimension strictly less than one in no more than a countable number of directions.
Countable sets have dimension zero, so – in case the conjecture holds – the bound given
by Kaufman’s theorem would be far from optimal for K. The conjecture for the Sierpin-
ski gasket is nowhere close to being solved, although some partial results were obtained
by R. Kenyon [23] in 1997. More generally, it is now known that Kaufman’s estimate can
be improved slightly for the projections of all self-similar sets in the plane, and, in some
special cases, the exceptional sets are empty altogether; see the papers by M. Rams [32],
Y. Peres and P. Shmerkin [31] and M. Hochman and Shmerkin [15].
(vii) Dimension conservation problems for measures – instead of sets – have been stud-
ied extensively. There are countless notions of ’dimension’ for measures, so the list of
topics and results is quite formidable. We only mention the following theorem of B.
Hunt and V. Kaloshin [17] from 1997. Let µ be a measure on Rn, let q > 1, and consider











Then, for almost all linear transformations L : Rn → Rm, the Dq-dimension of the pro-
jected measure L(µ) equals min{m,Dq(µ)}.
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1.2. Slicing. Marstrand’s projection theorem is a strong ’dimension conservation prin-
ciple’ for Hausdorff dimension: if dimB ≤ 1, then the dimension of B is conserved by
almost every projection. If dimB > 1, the same simply cannot be true, as the projections
have dimension at most one in every direction. So, what happens to the ’extra’ dimen-
sion of B? Marstrand’s slicing theorem answers this question. Roughly speaking, the
surplus dimension of B is stored in the fibers of the projections. By definition, the fibers
of a projection pi are the sets {x : pi(x) = y}, which are collapsed to a single point y by pi.
In case pi is an orthogonal projection to a line L ⊂ R2, the fibers of pi are simply the lines
orthogonal to L.
It requires some thought to see how to reasonably – and correctly – formalize the
sentence ’the surplus dimension of B is stored in the fibers’. Suppose that dimB > 1,
and recall from Theorem 1.1 that the projection of B has positive length in almost all
directions. In terms of fibers, this can be restated by saying that positively many fibers
of the orthogonal projection meet B in almost every direction. Indeed, one just picks
the fibers – lines in this case – associated with all the points contained in the projection
pi(B); the set of such points has positive length in almost every direction, and for such
directions we say that the corresponding collection of fibers contains ’positively many’
elements. What Marstrand proved was that these fibers not only meet B, but, in fact,
they typically contain a slice of B of dimension dimB − 1.
Theorem 1.3 (Marstrand’s slicing theorem). Let B be a planar set of dimension strictly larger
than one. Then, in almost every direction, positively many lines meet B in a set of dimension
dimB − 1.
The slicing theorem is certainly a result well-known by geometric measure theorists,
yet it seems to have attracted far less attention over the years than its sibling, the projec-
tion theorem. For example, no exceptional set results, analogous to Kaufman’s theorem
1.2, were known prior to this thesis. Even so, there are still several developments to
mention.
(i) As in the case of projections, the higher dimensional version of Theorem 1.3 was
established by Mattila [28] in 1975. Again, the original proof of Marstrand for Theorem
1.3 was based on geometric ideas. A potential theoretic method to reprove – and slightly
improve – the same result in all dimensions was invented by Mattila [29] in 1981, and
this technique has been central for many subsequent developments, including my own
work on the subject.
(ii) Slicing issues are interesting – and have been quite exhaustively studied – for non-
Hausdorff notions of dimension as well. As I mentioned in §1.1(iii), the packing dimen-
sion of a set is not generally preserved under orthogonal projections, so one might also
expect erratic behavior from the packing dimensions of line-intersections. An illustra-
tive result in this direction is due to M. Csörnyei [6] from 2001: if f is a Borel measurable
[0, 1]-valued function on the space of all planar lines L, then there exists a set B ⊂ R2,
which intersects almost every line ` ∈ L in a set of packing dimension f(`).
In the opposite direction, Falconer and Mattila [12] proved in 1996 that if a measure µ
is assumed to have large packing and Hausdorff dimension, then one can derive almost
sure lower bounds – nowhere near as simple as the one given by Theorem 1.3 – for
the packing dimensions of the measures µ`, the ’slices’ of µ with respect to various lines
` ∈ L. Falconer and Mattila also provided examples showing that their bounds are sharp.
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Finally, the packing dimensions of line-intersections of sets – instead of measures –
were studied by Falconer and M. Järvenpää [11] in 1999 and by Järvenpää, Järvenpää
and M. Llorente [19] in 2004. The results are rather complicated, so I will say no more of
them.
(iii) The transversal projections, recall (iv) from the previous section, were introduced
in 2000 by Peres and Schlag, building on earlier work by the people mentioned in §1.1(iv),
as a framework for generalizing Marstrand’s projection theorem. It is a rather surpris-
ing fact that the same formalism – without practically any extra assumptions – is strong
enough to support the slicing theorem as well. This was observed by Järvenpää, Järven-
pää and J. Niemelä [20] in 2004. The philosophy is completely analogous to Theorem
1.3: if one applies a family of transversal projections on a set B, then, for almost every
projection pi in the family, the difference between dimB and dimpi(B) is compensated by
positively many fiber-intersections {x ∈ B : pi(x) = y} of large dimension.
(iv) No slicing results exist for general sets B ⊂ R2 with dimension at most one. There
is a natural reason for this: in this case, according to Theorem 1.1, the dimension of
the projections equals dimB in almost every direction. Thus, dimension is already con-
served by almost all projections, and the fibers of the projections meet B generically
in a set of dimension zero. One could still ask the following question. Consider just
one fixed direction, and assume that the projection of B in this direction has dimension
strictly less than dimB. Then, is the dimension loss accounted for by the dimension of
the fiber-intersections associated with this specific projection? Unfortunately, the answer
is negative for general sets, and so it remains unclear what the correct formulation of the
slicing theorem would be in the case dimB ≤ 1 – or, it may well turn out that there exists
no interesting formulation whatsoever.
The answer to the ’problem of a specific direction’ formulated above is negative in
general, but positive results can be obtained by restricting the class of sets under consid-
eration. For instance, a dimension conservation principle for any given linear projection
is valid for homogeneous sets, which generalize the notion of self-similar sets introduced
in §1.1(vi). This is due to Furstenberg [13] from 2008. A more specialized result in the
same spirit was obtained as early as in 1991 by I. Benjamini and Peres [3]. I should also
mention the very recent paper [26], where A. Manning and Simon consider the intersec-
tions of lines in rational directions – that is, lines with a rational slope – with a single set,
the Sierpinski carpet. Manning and Simon prove that, for a given rational direction, the
behavior of the line-intersections predicted by Theorem 1.3 fails for almost every line in
this direction.
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2. EXCEPTIONAL SETS OF PROJECTIONS
In this section, I will review the contents of article (A).
2.1. An introduction to some non-Hausdorff notions of dimension. A mixed blessing
in the study of geometric measure theory is the multitude of the different notions for
dimension. The one introduced by F. Hausdorff [14] in 1919 is without doubt the most
extensively analyzed among these notions, and there are good reasons for this, way be-
yond the fact that the history of the concept expands almost a century. Indeed, mathe-
matical interest for Hausdorff dimension would certainly not have been so long-lived,
if the notion failed to capture extremely well the intuition of how a generic ’dimension’
should behave in various situations. There are countless instances of beautiful and nat-
ural results, such as the projection and slicing theorems, that can be obtained for this
dimension – and this dimension alone.
Despite the excellence of Hausdorff dimension in action, a part of the notion I have
never found completely natural is the definition itself. By this, I do not mean that the
definition would be overly complicated or difficult to comprehend. And even if it were,
it might well be so out of sheer necessity; this is the case with many perfectly natural
mathematical concepts. Instead, my argument is that taking the most obvious path – in
my opinion – towards a respectable notion of ’dimension’ does not lead to Hausdorff’s
concept. Below, I will follow this path to define packing dimension.
Every now and then, one faces the task of explaining the notion of ’dimension’ – on
a heuristic level – to a non-mathematical audience. The following description seems to
work well on such occasions: take a bounded set K, and count the least number of balls
of radius δ > 0 you need to cover K. If this number is approximately δ−s, for some s ≥ 0
and for all small δ > 0, then the dimension of K is s. By example, it is easy to convince
the audience that the result is – as it should be – one for lines and curves, two for planes
and surfaces and so on.
Mathematical definitions are often created through rigorous formalization of a heuris-
tic notion. Let us apply this recipe with dimension. For different δ, the exponent s above
may vary greatly. This means that we have to make up our mind, whether we are more
interested in the infimal or the supremal behavior of the exponent as δ tends to zero.
This is purely a matter of taste, so we wind up with two different concepts of dimen-
sion, dimB and dimB, where the letter B stands for ’box dimension’. These notions are
perfectly well-defined for bounded sets and ready to use, and there are many non-trivial
questions to ask and answer about dimB and dimB. The only problem with these con-









for any countable family of sets {Fj}j∈N. To see that this fails for dimB and dimB, note
that both dimensions give value zero to a set consisting of a single point, and the same
remains true for all finite sets. However, to compute the dimension of countably infinite
sets, it is not justified to ’pass to the limit’ and conclude, for example, that dimBQ∩[0, 1] =
dimBQ ∩ [0, 1] = 0. In fact, it is a rather immediate consequence of the definitions that
dimBQ ∩ [0, 1] = dimBQ ∩ [0, 1] = 1. Fortunately, there exists a standard procedure to
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rectify the situation. If Dim is any notion of dimension, one can define the ’modified
dimension’ DimM to be the largest countably stable dimension dominated by Dim. One may
check that DimM has the explicit expression
DimMK := inf




where, as the notation indicates, the inf is taken over all possible countable covers of
K with arbitrary sets Fj . Applying this procedure to dimB and dimB, one arrives at the
modified lower and upper box-dimensions dimMB and dimMB.
Surprisingly, neither one of the dimensions dimMB and dimMB coincides with the
Hausdorff dimension dim. Hausdorff dimension is a (countably stable) dimension smaller
even than dimMB. In fact, there is a large family of sets B ⊂ R – the sets of the second
category – which always have dimMBB = dimMBB = 1, but which may easily be zero-
dimensional in the sense of Hausdorff.
The upper modified box-dimension dimMB also goes by the more user-friendly name
of packing dimension. This twin nomenclature is not accidental: packing dimension,
denoted by dimp, can be given a completely different definition, which can be proven to
coincide with the definition via box-dimensions presented above:
dimp = dimMB.
This possibility of arriving at packing dimension in two clearly distinct ways gives it
an aura of ’robustness’, and probably accounts in part for the popularity it has gained
since its relatively recent introduction by C. Tricot [33] in 1982. Another reason, one
that I find very appealing myself, is the fact that results on packing dimension tend to
be rather strange and unexpected in comparison with their counterparts for Hausdorff
dimension. For example, there is no direct analogue of Marstrand’s projection theorem
for packing dimension; instead, the projections of a packing-one-dimensional set in the
plane can all have packing dimension 2/3 – and no less.
2.2. Packing dimension and category of exceptions. As I started working on article (A),
my initial motivation was to find out the extent to which Kaufman’s refinement, Theorem
1.2, would hold for packing dimension. The simplest relation between Hausdorff and
packing dimension is dim ≤ dimp, so any estimate of the form
dimp{exceptional directions} ≤ α (2.1)
would immediately imply
dim{exceptional directions} ≤ α.
However, there is no guarantee whatsoever that any estimates of the form (2.1) should
be true. And indeed, the first result I could prove was not very encouraging. If K is a set
in the plane, and e ∈ S1 is a vector on the unit circle, let us denote by Ke the orthogonal
projection of K onto the line spanned by e.
Theorem 2.2. There exists a planar set K such that dimK = 1, and
dimp{e ∈ S1 : dimKe = 0} = 1.
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Thus, no non-trivial estimate of the form (2.1) holds, as long as the exceptional set is
interpreted – in Kaufman’s fashion – to consist of those directions e ∈ S1 in which the
projection Ke has Hausdorff dimension strictly smaller than K.
A complete newcomer to packing dimension at the time, I was not even aware of the
simple connection between sets of the second category and packing dimension, namely
that such sets always have packing dimension one. Once this eventually dawned upon
me, it was easy to modify Theorem 2.2 to its final form, stating that the exceptional set
{e : dimKe = 0} may even have second category. Recall that, by definition, a set of the
first category can be expressed as the countable union of nowhere dense sets, and all the
sets not of the first category are of the second category.
Judging by Theorem 2.2, packing dimension estimates for exceptional sets do not seem
to mix well with results on the behavior of Hausdorff dimension under projections. How
about their counterparts for the behavior of packing dimension? In other words, what
can be said of the packing dimension of the exceptional sets
Eσ := Eσ(K) := {e ∈ S1 : dimpKe ≤ σ}, σ < dimpK?
The existing results on the setsEσ are due to M. Järvenpää [18] and Falconer and Howroyd
[9, 10]; the 1997 paper [12] by Falconer and Mattila is also a close relative, and I will
later return to the article [32] by M. Rams. It was shown in M. Järvenpää’s PhD thesis
in 1994 that E2γ/(2+γ)(K) can be the whole unit circle for a compact set K ⊂ R2 with
dimpK = γ ∈ [0, 2]; with γ = 1, this amounts to the 2/3-result mentioned at the end of
the previous section. On the other hand, Falconer and Howroyd proved in [9] thatEσ(K)
has zero length, wheneverK ⊂ R2 is an analytic set with dimpK = γ, and σ < 2γ/(2+γ).
In [10], a potential theoretic method to reprove and improve the results from [9] was in-
troduced. The central new discovery in [10] was that the mapping e 7→ dimpKe is almost
surely constant, but this constant can take any value between 2 dimpK/(2+dimpK) and
dimpK. Some bounds were also obtained in [10] for the Hausdorff dimension of the sets
Eσ. However, packing dimension estimates for the setsEσ remained unknown, although
the existence of such was inquired already in [9, §4].
This time, it is not possible to drop the packing dimension from one to zero in many
directions, which would represent the analogue to Theorem 2.2 in this situation. The
reason is the following simple inequality: if K is a set in the plane, and e, ξ ∈ S1 are two
linearly independent vectors, then
dimpK ≤ dimpKe + dimpKξ. (2.3)
This is a generalization of the well-known product estimate dimp(A × B) ≤ dimpA +
dimpB for packing dimension. It follows directly from (2.3) that the set {e ∈ S1 :
dimpKe < dimpK/2} can contain at most two (directionally opposite) vectors. Hence,
as far as the packing dimension of the sets Eσ is concerned, the worst case scenario is
that dimpEγ/2(K) = 1 for a compact set K ⊂ R2 with dimpK = γ. It turns out that this
can happen for any γ ∈ [0, 2].
Theorem 2.4. For any γ ∈ [0, 2], there exists a compact set K = Kγ ⊂ R2 such that dimpK =
γ, and dimpEγ/2(K) = 1.
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At the time of proving Theorem 2.4, I still was not concerned with the possibility of
constructing exceptional sets of the second category. Having obtained the improved ver-
sion of Theorem 2.2 much later, I was fairly certain for a while that a ’second category
version’ of Theorem 2.4 should also be valid. The opposite turned out to be true:
Theorem 2.5. LetK be an analytic set in the plane, and letm := sup{dimpKe : e ∈ S1}. Then
the exceptional set {e ∈ S1 : dimpKe 6= m} is a null set of the first category.
This theorem improves on the almost sure constancy result from [10] explained above
by describing the categorical behavior of the exceptional set. In particular, if dimpK =







and we may infer that the set Eγ/2(K) is of the first category.
So far, all evidence points to the direction that packing dimension is a poor measure
for the size of exceptional sets; all estimates seem to be of an unexciting 0− 1 nature. Of
course, this might only mean that our evidence is too restricted, and the right questions
are yet to be posed. In fact, this is precisely the case. Now, let me finally introduce the
right question.
Question 2.6. Let K ⊂ R2 be a (compact, Borel, analytic) set with Hausdorff dimension
dimK = γ ∈ (0, 1]. How large can dimpEσ(K) be? In other words, find bounds for
ε(γ, σ) := sup{dimpEσ(K) : K is analytic, and dimK = γ}. (2.7)
Theorem 2.4 certainly does not answer Question 2.6, because we know nothing about
the Hausdorff dimension of the sets Kγ constructed there. In fact, it follows from the
next theorem that dimKγ ≤ γ/2, so the sets Kγ are altogether uninteresting in view of
Question 2.6; it is hardly a surprise that a set with Hausdorff dimension≤ γ/2 can project
to a set of packing dimension γ/2 in many directions.
Theorem 2.8. If γ ∈ (0, 1], we have the estimates
ε(γ, σ) ≤ σγ
γ + σ(γ − 1) , γ/2 ≤ σ ≤ γ,
and
ε(γ, σ) ≤ (2σ − γ)(1− γ)
γ/2
+ σ, γ/2 ≤ σ ≤ γ.
For 0 ≤ σ < γ/2, inequality (2.3) shows that ε(γ, σ) = 0. The bounds in Theorem 2.8
are probably not sharp, at least according to the philosophy that sharp bounds should be
easier to read. In particular, I cannot answer the following questions.
(i) Can it be that dimp{e ∈ S1 : dimpKe < γ} = 1, if dimK = γ ∈ (0, 1)?
(ii) Does ε(γ, σ) tend to zero, as σ ↘ γ/2? According to a result of Bourgain [5], this
is true if the dimp is replaced by dim in (2.7). But if dimp is replaced by dim, I
cannot even tell if ε(γ, σ) is positive for any σ < γ.
On the bright side, one may derive the following corollaries of Theorem 2.8.
(a) The estimate ε(γ, σ) ≤ σ/γ is weaker than the first estimate above.
(b) It follows from the second estimate that ε(γ, γ/2) ≤ γ/2 for γ ∈ (0, 1].
(c) If 0 < τ < 1, the first estimate implies that ε(γ, τγ)→ 0, as γ ↘ 0.
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Theorem 2.8 is the most I can say for general sets. The paper [32] by M. Rams, to which
I promised to return later, provides better estimates for self-conformal sets. The result of
Rams in full generality requires too much explanation, but let me mention an attractive
special case. If K ⊂ R2 is a self-similar set containing no rotations, then dimpEσ(K) ≤ σ
for 0 ≤ σ < dimK. This bound bears strong resemblance to – and improves on – Kauf-
man’s estimate in Theorem 1.2. As indicated by (b), Theorem 2.8 gives the same bound
for general sets in the borderline case σ = dimK/2, but the estimates get progressively
weaker, as σ ↗ dimK. However, the method used in the proof of Theorem 2.8 com-
bined with Furstenberg’s dimension conservation principle mentioned briefly in §1.2(iv)
allowed me to obtain the following (partial) generalization of Rams’ result.
Theorem 2.9. Let K be a self-similar or a compact homogeneous set in the plane. Then
dimpEσ(K) ≤ σ, 0 ≤ σ < dimK.
Little is known about the sharpness of the bounds related to Question 2.6. For self-
similar sets K ⊂ R2, it is a long-standing open problem attributed to Furstenberg to de-
termine if the exceptional set Eσ(K) can even be uncountable for σ < dimK. A negative
answer would immediately imply dimpEσ(K) = 0. The most technical part of article (A)
involves a construction showing that this equation is not true for general compact sets
K.
Theorem 2.10. For any τ < 1, there exists a number σ(τ) < 1 and a compact set K ⊂ R2 with
dimK = 1 such that
dimpEσ(τ)(K) ≥ τ.
In other words, we know that ε(1, σ) → 1, as σ ↗ 1. Determining the sharp behavior
of ε(γ, σ), as σ ↘ γ/2 or σ ↗ γ < 1, should provide a challenging task for further
research.
3. EXCEPTIONAL SETS IN THE SLICING THEOREM
In this section, I will discuss article (B). As I explained in the preface, the slicing part
of Marstrand’s 1954 paper, namely Theorem 1.3, has seen far fewer developments over
the years than the projection result. In particular, when I started my PhD studies in
2009, no refinements in the spirit of Kaufman’s theorem 1.2 were known in the slicing
scene. Investigating such refinements was suggested to me by P. Mattila as a suitable
first project.
Before stating any positive results, let me mention two examples to illustrate the limits
to which the slicing theorem can be pushed in general. Let B ⊂ R2 be a Borel set with
Hausdorff dimension dimB = s > 1. According to Marstrand’s fundamental result,
positively many lines parallel to almost every direction e ∈ S1 intersect B in a set of
dimension s−1. As in the case of all the projection theorems, the exceptional set of directions
– the ones we are interested in – is formed by those e ∈ S1 such that the almost sure
behavior fails: there are not positively many lines parallel to e intersecting B in a set of
dimension s− 1. Let E stand for the set of such directions, interpreted as a subset of the
unit circle S1, say.
Let us consider the following special subset E0 of E. We say that e ∈ E0, if the whole
set B is contained on a null-set of lines parallel to e. Now, observe that the membership
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of a direction e in E0 has a simple characterization: the projection of B in the direction
e⊥ ∈ S1 perpendicular to e has zero length. Thus,
E0 = {e ∈ S1 : H1(Be⊥) = 0}.
So, as far as E0 is concerned, we are actually dealing with an exceptional set related to
Marstrand’s projection theorem. The maximal size of such things is well-known: as we
mentioned in §1.1(ii), a result of Falconer [8] from 1982 shows that dimE0 ≤ 2 − s. For
our purposes, even more important is the observation from [8] that the bound is sharp:
there exist sets B ⊂ R2 with dimB = s ∈ (1, 2] such that the exceptional set E0 = E0(B)
has dimension exactly 2 − s. Since E ⊃ E0, we may derive a corollary: the exceptional
set E we are interested in may have Hausdorff dimension at least 2− s.
The example in [8] shows that, in a specific direction e ∈ S1, the slicing heuristic
may fail in the sense that the set B is concentrated on too few lines parallel to e. In the
following example, due to R. O. Davies and H. Fast [7], a different phenomenon occurs:
the set B is ’graph-like’ in many directions.
Example 3.1. There exists a compact set K ⊂ R2 with dimension dimK = 2, and a dense
Gδ-set of directions G ⊂ S1 such that every line parallel to any direction e ∈ G intersects K in
at most one point.
In particular, the intersections of K with lines parallel to the directions in G have di-
mension nowhere near the value s − 1 = 2 − 1 = 1 predicted by the slicing theorem. It
follows that G ⊂ E, and, since G is a set of the second category, the example of Davies
and Fast extinguishes all hope for bounding the packing dimension of the exceptional
set E.
Here is the first result I obtained on the exceptional sets E.
Theorem 3.2. dimE ≤ 2− s.
Since an example of a planar set B is known with dimE(B) ≥ dimE0(B) = 2 − s,
the bound in Theorem 3.2 is sharp. After obtaining the bound in Theorem 3.2, almost a
year passed before I learned about the generalization for transversal projections (recall
§1.1(iv)) of the classical slicing theorem. As I mentioned in §1.2(iii), this generalization
is due to Järvenpää, Järvenpää and Niemelä [20] from 2004. Since the slicing theorem
holds for transversal projections, so should Theorem 3.2; after all, the analogous excep-
tional set estimates by Falconer and Kaufman in the projection case had already been
established by Peres and Schlag [30] for transversal projections in 2000. Combining the
ideas behind Theorem 3.2 with the machinery developed by Peres and Schlag, I could
eventually obtain a full generalization of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Theorem 3.2 holds for transversal projections.
A more technical reformulation of Theorem 3.3 is the following.
Theorem 3.4 (Re-wording of Theorem 3.3). Let Ω be a compact metric space, and let piλ : Ω→
R, λ ∈ J , be a family of transversal projections parametrized by an open interval J ⊂ R. Let
B ⊂ Ω be a Borel set with dimB = s > 1. Then, there exists a set E ⊂ J with dimension
dimE ≤ 2− s such that
H1({r ∈ R : dim[B ∩ pi−1λ {r}] = s− 1}) > 0, λ ∈ J \ E.
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To mention a concrete application of Theorem 3.4, consider the non-linear projections
piλ : R2 → R, λ ∈ R2, defined by piλ(x) := |λ − x|. These mappings are quite far from
orthogonal projections, yet they satisfy the transversal projection framework of Peres
and Schlag. Since the fibres
pi−1λ {r} = {x ∈ R2 : |λ− x| = r} =: S(λ, r)
are circles with this choice of piλ, Theorem 3.3 can, with a little effort, be used to derive
the following corollary: if s > 3/2, and B ⊂ R2 is a Borel set with Hs(B) > 0, then there
exists a point λ ∈ B such that dim[B ∩ S(λ, r)] ≥ s− 1 for positively many radii r > 0.
This example is a good place to conclude the introduction, because it illustrates the
usefulness of estimating the dimension of exceptional sets in general: to obtain the con-
clusion λ ∈ B instead of λ ∈ R2, one really needs to know that the exceptional set E
has small dimension – and not just measure zero, which would already follow from the
results in [20]. In my opinion, this reflects the primary justification for studying the struc-
ture of exceptional sets. Results stating that a certain ’bad set’ of directions or parameters
has measure zero, such as Marstrand’s projection and slicing theorems, are often used to
guarantee the existence of ’good points’ lying outside the bad set. On some occasions,
though, one needs to find a good point outside a pre-determined bad set of measure zero.
In this case, zero-measure theorems for bad sets are of no use, and a more careful study
of exceptional sets is essential.
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